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Preamble

When the Labour Government of Tony Blair was elected in May 1997, one of the first things it did
was to keep a promise made while in opposition to an ad hoc group of campaigners based in South
Bast London.

In April 1993, 18 year old teenager Stephen Lawrence was stabbed to death while waiting for a bus
in Eltham. It was a totally unprovoked and equally a totally senseless killing. Because the victim was
black there was immediate suspicion of a racial motive, although this is not necessarily the case. The
fact is that we live in an increasinglyviolent society; contrary to popular betief, young men are more
frequently the victims of gratuitous violence than generally more vulnerable groups such as women
and pensioners, and black faces are not exactly uncommon in London nowadays. It may have been
that the unfortunate victim was simply in the wrong place at the wrong time.

Be that as it may, five young men, who might rightly be described as louts, were charged with the
murder, but the case and later a private prosecution brought by the Lawrence family collapsed. The
police came in for widespread criticism in the wake of an apparently bungled investigation. There
was talk not only of racism but of police corruption. The five accused, first by the police and later by
the Daily Mail newspaper, were Luke Knight, David Norris, brothers Neil and Jamie Acourt, and
Gary Dobson.

In October 1993, a riot ensued in Welling, South London when "anti-racist" protesters - in reality
the usual ragbag left-wing mob - hijacked the Lawrence campaign and used it as a pretext for
attempting to close down the headquarters of the British National Party. The riot was disgraceful
and was clearly organised to some degree. Simultaneously, a march organised in Central London
by blackjournalist Marc Wadsworth and his Anti-Racist Alliance passed offpeacefully and without
incident. Curiously, this peaceful march was scorned by the hard core "anti-racis/" left, not least by
Gerry Gable and his clique of mostly - but not exclusively - kosher shit-stirrers at Searchlight
Magazine Limited.

Although he is a very plausible character, talking fluently to the media and even lecturing to
students, occasionally the mask slips, and when it does, the face of hatred exposed is extremely
revealing. This insidious, whining creep who looks like a caricature from Julius Streicher's hate sheet
Der Stilrmer, has been a major player in "anti-fascist" and "anti-racist" politics in Britain since 1974,
and a bit player since at least 1963. Gable has an intense, fanatical hatred of the British National
Party and all white nationalist/separatist organisations and their members. His hatred even extends
to black separatists, and over the years he and his hate sheet have done their best to demonise the
charismatic Louis Farrakhan and his Nation of Islam, Colonel Qathafi, and anyone else of any race
- bar one - who doesn't share his pseudo-idealist vision of racial nirvana. Gable really is the lowest
of the low.

None of the men accused of (and still widely believed to be pesponsible for) the murder of Stephen
Lawrence had any connection with the British National Party or with any other far right organisa-
tion. This though hasn't stopped Gable and his gang from continuing to use this undeniable human
tragedy as a big club with which to batter the BNP and its fellow travellers over the head. But could
our courageous Jewish "anti-fascist" have an ulterior motive? Could it be that all the noise he and
his gang make about the BNP is a case of a guilty conscience protesting too much?

In the New Year of 1998, Paul David (Charlie) Sargent of the "neo-Nazi" outfit Combat 18 was
gaoled for life for the February 1997 murder of fellow traveller Chris Castle. Previously, Gable's
hate sheet had built up Combat 18 as some sort of nascent right wing IRA claimingvariously that it
was controlled by "Nazis" then by the "Secret State" then by both! However, in the February 1994
issue of Searchlighl it was candidly admitted that BNP Fiihrer John \ndall - a man Gable would
have the world believe is the spiritual heir of Adolf Hitler - had proscribed Combat 18 because of its
gratuitous street violence as much as its continued sniping at BNP members.
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It is widely believed in right wing circles that Combat 18 was indeed a Secret State operation.
Whether or not this was the case, and whether or not Gable is working for MIS as conspiracy crank
Larry O'Hara is forever rvarning his fellow left wingers, Gable and his gang have a long track record
of inciting hatred and violence as part of their ongoing black propaganda operation and racial holy
rvar against the wicked Aryan goyim. Could it be that far from being indignant over the senseless
murder of Stephen Lawrence and holding the "Nazi" BNP to blame, Gable is secretly shitting himself
because one of his agents provocateurs was responsible rather than the five accused or any genuine
supporter ofwhite racial-nationalism? Let us take a long, cool look at the similar fact evidence which
indicates that this may indeed be so.

"Moles" Galore

"...the simplest and most effective of all 'black' operations is to spit in a man's soup and cry 'Heil

Hitler!"' - Sefton Delmer, anti-Nazi propagandist.
Since the mid-70s, Searchlighf, then under the control of Gable's co-racialist and fellow traveller

Morris Ludmer, has run three accredited "moles" in far right "hate groupsn. These were Richard
David (Dave) Roberts, Ray Hill, and Tim Hepple.

Roberts was ditched by Gable shortly after the death of Morris Ludmer in 1981. Roberts himself
died the following year. (1)

During the 80s, Searchlight and Gable's star catch was Ray Hill, a former member of Colin Jordan's
British Moyement who had also been stining up racial hatred in South Africa.

The third accredited "mole" was active during the 90s; Tim Hepple, a much younger man than Hill,
was clearly mentally unbalanced and had boasted of working for MIs. At the time of writing he is
active in the UFO movement, no doubt peddling crazy conspiracy theories along the lines of the
American cult TV series The X-Files. Q)

The Searchlight Organisation has undoubtedly run many other "moles" inside the far right; two of
them, although not accredited, can be named here. Leslie Wooler was active in the not-so-far-right
and was a Searchlight "mole" before the magazine was founded. Charles Hanson was another nmole";

he is currently serving a life sentence for murdering his wife.
We should mention en passant Mrs Gable - or perhaps we should say the current Mrs Gable; randy

Gerry has been married four times! In the late seventies the then Sonia Hochfelder was active in a
number of far right organisations. Since her association with what Gable and his gang call the
politics of hate became known, the Gables have claimed that she too was a "mole". This is a total
fltction. (3)

Dave Roberts - A Real Swinger

The article Marshallingtheforces reproduced here, top of page3 appeared in theAugust 1975 issue
of Searchlight.

The remark attributed to Marshall about blacks swinging through the trees to their hearts' content
can only be construed as racially abusive, and would have even then, a decade and a half before the
advent of "political correctness". One can search in vein through Spearhead, the theoretical journal
of the British National Party, (4) or through the somewhat more militant,BnTish Nationall,sr, without
finding any such racial abuse. Curious then is it not that these words were uttered by a committed
"anti-racis/" ? For Ralph Marshall was actually the pseudonym of Dave Roberts.
The followingyear Roberts stood trial at Birmingham Crown Court alongwith two of the local right

wing lunatic fringe, and was convicted of conspiring to assault the staffof an Indian restaurant!
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Marshalling the forces
Ralph Steven Marshall appears to be one of the

National Front's latest recruits to their campaign to
infiltrate and influence the Trade Unions. Marshall,
who is also known as John Green, although young,
appears to have a fairly long record of Anti.Union
and Anti-Socialist activity. He is known to be hyper-
cautious and very secretive, and has moved around
the C-ountry several times in recent years causing
trouble everywhere he has come to rest.

Presently one of the key men in the pro-Tyndall
camp in the Midlands, is at present using his skills
to assist Tyndall in his fight with the populiss.

The areas that Marshall is known to have operatcd
in, in the past, include Ealing, West l-ondon, Luton,
Bletchley, and more recently the Midlands. A man
who rarely lowers his guard, he did allow his thoughs
to become crystal clear to a number of Racists at
a mecting in East Anglia a couple of years ago when
he declared " WE have more than our fair share of
Blacks in the urban Industrial areas, now if we had
enough tree's they muld swing on them to their
hearts @ntent."

We think Trade Unionists should be alert to this
man, and we hope to reveal more about him in future
issues of SEARCHLIGIII.

use I had no 'political' pretext for travelling to
I told him that my wife and I were taking a few days

while I recovered from the hectic campaigr I had
as a British National Party candidate during

May General Election. It was more of a social visit, I
him, but I did not want to miss the opportunity for

tp get together again. This meeting, unfortunately, was
r produce little hard evidence of FNE's terrorist activi-

For an instant I thought I had been tumbled and that tFrederiksen refused to be drawn whenever I tried to
up the subject by declaring that the ballot box music was intended to drown out anything the t

might hear. I was much relieved when Yann reh to national salvation was doomed, and when I
that 'Bologna' was the way forward. He and insisted that I should stay a couple of days with

grunted vague assent and stared at the floor_ I explained that I was on a short holiday with my wife

ing, the impression of a man who now regarded such rest up after the election campaign.
'Was the election good for you?' he asked.
'So so. I got 500 votes. But votes are no good.

as highly dangerous, even in the most select of right-
company. It was all in very marked contrast to his

viour during my previous visit. The evidence we are no good. poom . . .' I did a passable impression of
explosion in an effort to draw him out.

'Yeah,'he laughed, 'fucking democracy .
I seized the opening. 'Have you still got

my last visit he had told me that it was
weaPon.

tfre UtOf'
his favouri

Look - this
from beneath
and a

'Oh, yeah. It is always good to buy guns.
a .44 Magnum.' With that, he pulled a gun
an armchair. It was followed by a Luger
Magnum.

'Beautiful,' I said. 'How much?'
'2-000 francs.'
'Not much, can you get them into England?'
'Yes, but it would be difficult.'
'What about a machine pistol?'
'More difficult - but better too.'
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Roberts made all manner of claims about Nazi conspiracies subverting the armed forces and the
like, but none of these Ied any,rvhere; at the end of the day the only thing that was established for
certain is that Searchlighl "mole" Roberts had been engaged in activity unbecoming for a committed
"anti-rctcist" as well as using the language of the gutter about his black fellow workers. (5)

Norv it is not too far from conspiring to assault people to conspiring to do them more serious
damage, or perhaps inciting a few pissheads to attack a totally innocent and innocuous young man
rvaiting at a bus stop.When Roberts and his "Nazi" friendswere arrested in thevicinity of theBombay
restaurant they rvere well tanked up. If the police hadn't been readily to hand who's to say that some
poor Indian waiter or curry chef might not have suffered the same fate as Stephen Lalwence nearly
two decades later?

Ray Hilt - Black-hater, Indian-hater and Jew-hater

"Some do this in perfect good faith and honesty, and thus unconsciously help the enemies of their
cause. Others, no doubt, as the struggle develops, will actually be employed, often unknowingly, by
those very clever people, the big Jews, to make wild and foolish attacks upon Jews in general, in order
to discredit anti-Semitism." - Sir Oswald Mosley writing in the Blacl<sltirt, October 3,l936,warning
against violent anti-Semitic propagandists.

If anything can be said in favour of Dave Roberts it is that hewas a misguided idealist, a dedicated
Communist who believed that the means justified the ends, even if those means included inciting the
racial hatred which he and his ilk would have the world believe they despise with every fibre of their
beings.

The same cannot be said for Roberts'then handlers, and the same most definitely cannot be said
for his successor. Ray Hill was no manner of idealist. He was a man who was attracted towards
racial-nationalism for all the wrong reasons, and after a brief flirtation with an anti-immigration
pressure group in Leicester in the late sixties he became a hard line "Nazi". (6)

Hill is both a convicted anti-Semitic thug and a self-confessed synagogue desecrator; both these
acts were carried out while he was a Nazi. However, Hill claims to have turned over a new leaf while
living in South Africa, but his activities since then were just as despicable, and potentially far more
dangerous.

In his highly fanciful autobiography The Other Face Of Terror, (7) Hill relates how he almost
single-handedly thwarted a plot to bomb the Notting Hill Carnival. This story has been related in
the mainstream media as well as Searchlighl magazine, although Hill and his handlers conveniently
forget to mention that Hill incited this "plot" in the first place.

That being said, Hill does make some telling admissions in his book" particularly on pages 261
and270 (see bottom of page 3).

The first quote is a reference to the Bologna Station bombing ofAugust 2,1980. This atrocify left
over eighty people dead and injured two hundred. At the time there was much talk of this being a
"fascist" outrage, although the involvement of "fascists" and the motivation for the bombing hive
neYer been established. (8)

Although he never adduces any meaningful evidence in support of this claim - for the obvious
reason - Hill not only tries to implicate the French National Front in this bombing but reports that
he suggested to one of this organisation's leaders that the massacre was a good idea!

While on page 270, Hill boasti to another right wing extremist, Yann Tran Long, (9) "I got 500
votes. But votes are no good. Elections are no good. Boom..."

He then did "a passable impression of an explosion in an effort to draw him out."
This is an extraordinarily candid admission for Hill to make. In other words, let's bomb the

bastards; we can't take power through the ballot box, so we'll blow them to smithereens. "Boom!"
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Hill's obvious contempt for the democratic process and his advocacy of terrorism - as a means of
combatting hatred, prejudice and intolerance, no less - are equalled only by his equally obvious
contempt for blacks. In the June 1992 issue of Gable's hate sheet Hill referred to Black Separatists
as "a Gucci-outfitted bunch of middle-class wankers". (10)

Tim Hepple - Mentally Deranged "Nazi"

We won't waste too much time on Tim Hepple, whose eclectic meanderings in both the far right
and the loony left have been documented adequately by conspiracy crankLarry O'Hara. (11) It goes
without sayingthough that a manwho boasts of stealingfunds from the British National Partywhile
working at its Welling "bunker", and who joins an American freak showwhich refers to non-whites
as "mud people" deserves to be treated with overt suspicion. But the Church of the Creator connection
is very interesting because this is an organisation which makes no attempt whatsoever to court
respectabilify; only the most marginal of cranks would be genuinely attracted to its ideologl, so there
can be no bona fide reason for any of Gable's "agents" to join it. (12)

Curiously, Hepple was actively stirring shit in the far right and the far left shortly before the
murder of Stephen Lawrence. Could it be that the latter was in fact targeted as a direct result of
Hepple's machinations?

Gable's Other Moles

The Independent Magazinefor February22,1997, camied a lengthy article by one of Gable's media
poodles depicting him as some sort of hero debriefing one of his equally heroic agents in a Soho cafd
who was on some sort of dangerous mission, presumably to prevent World War III. (f3) The
September 1995 issue of Gable's hate sheet claimed to have had half a dozen moles present at a recent
BNP meeting; Gable later admitted to the current lwiter in civil proceedings that he had paid these
people! And later still he admitted that his "moles" use racial abuse because if they went around
saying nice things about black people "they'd stick out like a sore thumb". What a piece of guano.

Profiting From Hate

Gable doesn't reveal how much he pays these "moles" but the reader is entitled to ask where does
all the money go? If Gable's unnamed "moles" are of the same qualify as the Searchlight Organisa-
tion's three accredited moles, there can be little doubt that some of this money if not all of it is used
for nefarious purposes. Perhaps even for buying a few rounds for aspiring boot boys in a public house
in South East London?

We may not know where the money goes, but we do know where it comes from. One place it most
certainly doesn't come from is from sales of Gable's hate sheet. Chesterfield accountant Morris Riley
has examined the accounts of Searchlight Magazine Limited and reports that it has "negative equity".
In layman's terms it makes a loss. So the magazine and Gable's other hatemongering is subsidised.

In 1996 it was revealed that Gable's post as head honcho of Searchlight Information Services [sic]
is funded by the London Boroughs Grants Unit. (14) Another arm of the Searchlight octopus is the
Searchlight Educational Trust,which is, incredibly, a registered charity, and is funded by charitable
donations. This organisation's charitable. status would appear to be dubious at best, but such has
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been the hysteria generated by the unholy crusade _against racism that almost anything goes. Even

some self-rtyt.a ninti-racists*Lre beginning to realiie this. Writing in his massive 1995 study of

American race relations,Indian immigrant Dinesh D'Souza comments that, public perceptions to

the contra ry,racismis much less widesfread nowadays than at any time in the past, and that "where

racism doei not exist, sometimes it has to be invented". (15)
D'Souza attributes the contemporary obsession vithracism to empire-building by the "anti'racist"

bureaucracy, which is partly trui, butin Gerry Gable's case at least there is another, and far more

sinister, 
"."iorr. 

Gable is ."t.n up with hatred for the society he holds responsible for the historic

p".r."otion of his own race, Final Solution,gas chambey and all. And,like the depraved, h_atemon-

ieringgoy-hater he is, he wiit do anything to demonise that society, including inciting hatred against

blacks, other non-whites, and even Jews.
Ray Hitt, one-time nNazin big mouth, is one of Gable's closest friends and is welcomed by Gable as

an hinoured guest in his hoirse in spite of Hill's track record as both a race agitator and an

anti-semitic thug. (16)
Gable and Hillhave both profited from hate, and both continue to do so. Eighteenyear old Stephen

Lawrence may have been riurdered simply because he was black, but whether or not this was the

case, "anti-r4.rrt " ,hoold pay less attentionto the activities of the diminutive British National Party,

and should instead shine a searchlight on the cancer in their own midst: Gerry Gable and his evil

empire of agents provocateurswho have undoubtedly done more to perpetuate real racial hatred than

any "Nazi" organisation operating in Britain today.
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Notes And References

Students'president dies,published in the Staffordshire Newsletter, June 11, 1982, page 7. At the time
of his death, Roberts was President of the North Staffordshire Polytechnic Students Union. He was
only 32 when he died (not 33 as claimed in this article) of natural causes.

Q) Hanlq-panlq in the Bitish UFO world, published in Lobster,Winter 1998, issue 34, page 23. [This
is actually the Winter 1997 issue!l

(3) For irrefutable documentation on this the reader is referred to the current writer's pamphlet

SEARCHLIGHT ON GERRY GABLE'S NAZI LINKS, published by Anglo-Hebrew Publishing,
London, (August 1998).

(4) Spearhead is actually an independent monthly magazine which was founded by BNP Fiihrer

John \ndall way back in the sixties; it has supported whichever political party \ndall belongs to
and although it is a bit long-winded in places it is on the whole both well-written and informative, if
you like that sort of thing.

(5) For a resum6 of the Roberts story the reader is referred to In Serving The Wicked Expect No
Reward: A Belated Obituary For The Forgotten Hero Of British"Anti-Fascism" Richard David (Dave)
Roberts (1949-82),"Searchlight" Agent ProvocateurAnd Instigator Of The Column 88 Nazi Underground
Hoax, published by Anglo-Hebrew Publishing, London, (March 1994).

(6) For the full, sickening inside story of Ray Hill, man of many faces, the reader is referred to the
unauthorised but thoroughly documented biography LIARS OUGHT TO HAVE GOOD
MEMORIES: The True, Unsanitised Story Of "Searchlight" Mole Ray HiIl with a citique of The Other
Face of Terror, by Alexander Baron, published by InfoText Manuscripts, London, (August 1994).

(7) Co-written with Oxford graduate and Searchlight Organisation media poodle Andrew Bell.
(8) The Bologna bombing is discusse d in PUPPETMASTERS: The political use of terroism in ltaly,

by PhitipWillan, published by Constable, London, (1991). On page 13, the authorwrites "More than
a decade later very little is known for certain about the bombing. What is clear, however, is that the
Italian secret services worked hard to prevent judicial investigators from uncovering the truth."

(9) Although supposedly a "Nazi", Tran Long is an ethnic Vietnamese.
(10) Searchlight, issue 204, June 1992, page 11. For several years Hill contributed a column to

Searchlighf called HilI Street News (a pun on the American TV series Hill Street Blues); there now
appears to be some doubt as to the provenance of this column, in particular since Hill was sued for
libel by Chesterfield accountant Morris Riley he has claimed that Gable rather than himself wrote
this coiumn, which is undoubtedly true, but by allowing his name to be appended to this rubbish he
is equally culpable.

(11) O'Hara has published two pamphlets on Hepple/SearchlightzA LIE TOO FAR -- SEARCH-
LIGHT, HEPPLE & THE LEFT, co-written with Tim Scargill, (1993); and a solo effort,AT WAR
WITH THE TRUTH: THE TRUE STORY OF SEARCHLIGHT AGENT TIM HEPPLE (1993).
Although one need not take his ravings about Gable and the "Secret State" seriously, O'Hara's
revelations about Hepple's activities were acutely embarrassihg to Gable's hate sheet, and have
undoubtedly contributed to the rift between these kosher hatemongers and the "anti-fascist" left.

(12) The Church of the Creator is one of the most extreme and disgusting race hate organisations
eyer conceived; it was founded by Ben Klassen, who committed suicide in 1993. Klassen was the
self-styled Pontifex Maximus of this quasi-religious cult which attributes all good to the white man
and all evil to the Jew.

(13) Behind enemy lines was credited to Ken Hyder; it was later abridged for the Reader's Digest.
(14) New book to fight racism, published in London Grant News: THE VOICE OF THE LONDON

BOROUGHS GRANTS COMMITTEE, Spring L996, page 6.
(15) The END of RACISM "Pinciples for a Multiracial Society",by Dinesh D'Souza, page 238.
(16) In the March 1997 issue of Searchlighf, Gable published a photograph of the two of them

together; in the Preface to his lie-ridden autobiography, Hill refers to Gable as "my mate, Gerry".
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